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ECFFECT OFATRFOILPBOFCCEOF &rtmwmRICAL SECTIONS ON THE 

LOW-SPEED STATIC-STAB-ANDY-GDERIV- OF 

45O SWEPTBACKWINGMODEGS OF ASPECT RATIO 2.61 

By WillTam Letko esd Byron M. Jaquet 

SUMMARY 

An investigation was made in the Iangley stability tunnel to deter- 
mine the effect of airfoEL profile of symmetrical sections on the static- 
and yawing-stability derivatives of three unta.pered wings of 45O sweep- 
back. The wings had the following profiles normal t;o the leding edge: 
biconvex (12 percent thick), NAC!A 651-o12, sad mcl0.A 0012. The vings all 
were of aspect ratio 2.61. 

l 

The results of the teats Fndicate that, of the wings tested, the . biconvex wing had. the lpwest lfft-curve slope asd the lowest value of . maximum lift coefffcient. 

Of the derlvativea resulting fram an angle of yaw or a yawing velocity, 
only the effective dihedral and the ro~nmoment due to yawing parameter 
were seriously affected by change In profile shape. Thevalues of both 
these derivative8 were reduced as the sharpness of the wing leading edge 
increased. It appears that certain qualitative prediction& of the trends 
in these derivatives mi&t be made for plati.sweptback wJngs.by ustig only 
basic lift aad drag data. 

For the present low-scale tests the addition of &11 inboard nose 
spoiler to the NACA 0012 wFng camed a nTIla7 increase of the maximum lift 
coefficient, decreased the reaxwax d shfft of the aetioclynamic center, and 
causea a small reduction in the maxFmum value of effective dihedral. The 
spoiler did not appreciably affect the other stabilitg derivatives of the 
IXACA 0012 wing. 

lXT!RODUCTION 

EstFmatfon of the dynamic fli&t characteristics of aircraft requires 
a @uwledge of the forces and. moments resulting from the angular moti& 
of the air-plane. The relationship betwben the forces and moments and the 
8.ngdszmotions of theairplane are caTirmo* expressed innondimen3ional 
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terms known as the rotary derivatives. In.the past theee rotary af3dv- 
atives have generally been estFmated from theory because of the lack of 
a convenient experImenta technique. -- 

The recent application of the rolling-flow and curved-flow principles 
of the Langley stability tunnel (references 1 and 2), however, has made 
the determination of the rotary derivatives relatively easy. A systematic 
research progam utilLzlng these-new experimental techniques haa been estab-- 
lished to determFne the effects of various geometric variables on both ram 
and static atability characteristics. 

The -present investigation was made to determine the effects of aIrfoil 
profile of symmetrical sections on the low-speed static and yawing char- 
acteristics of sweptbaok wings. One of thetings havfnga blunt leading 
edge was tested. iTith and without a no88 spoiler extending frcmr the plane 
of symmetry to the 50-percent samiapan of either wing panel to determine 
whether there might be any advantas in a wing tith the section varying 
frorm sharp nose at the wing root to round no58 at the wing tip. The effect 
of increased turbulence on the aerodynamic characteristics of the tingt3 
in straight flow was investisted. Comparisons of same of the experimental 
results with theory are also presented. 

SYMBOLS 

The data are presented in the form of 5 tandard NACA coefficients of l 

forces and moments which are referred, in a.U Casey, to the stability axes, 
with the origin at the quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord 
of the model3 tested. The positive directions of the forces, moments, and 
angular displacements are shown In figure I. The coefficients and symbols 
used herein are defined as follows: 

lift coefficfent WV-4 

GX longItudI.nal-force coefficient (X/qS) 

CD drag coefficient (-CX for * = O") 

GY lateral-force coefficient (Y/qS) 

C2 rolling-moment coefficient @'/q=d 

Cm pitching-moment coefficient (M/q=) 

% yawing-moment coefficient (N/qSb) 

L lift 

X longitudinal force 
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Y latewlforce 

L’ rollinn moment about X--is 

M pitching moment about Y-me 

N yawing moment about Z-axis 

q dgnamicpressure 
6) w 

P * mass aeneity of air 

v free-stream velocity 

S wing aLret 

b spanofwing,measured~rpendic~to~sofs~try 

C chord of wing, measured parallel to axis of sgmmstry 
b/2 

E mean aerodynamic chord 2 
S s 

CQtF 
0 

X distance of quarter-chord point of any chordtise section from 
leading edge of root section 

distance frcan leading edge of root chord to quarter chord of 

b/2 
mean aerodynamic chord i 

s 
=Q 

0 

A aspect ratio b2 0 s 

a angle ofattackmeasuredinplane of eynnnem 

angle of yaw 

ar@e of sweep&k 

rb 
2v 

yawing velocie parweter 

r yawing angular velocity, radians per second 
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l 

acn 
%r = pl 

2v 

SY cyr = - 
m 

2v 

AE!!TUS AND TESTS 

The present investigation was conducted in the 6- by 6-foot test 
section of the La;n@ey stability tunnel. The methods and conditiona of 
testing in yaw- flow are presented in reference 2. 

The models tested consisted of three untapered tinge of 45O sweepback 
and aspect ratio 2.61. The models had the foIllowIng -profiles In planes 
normal to the leading edge: biconvex (12 percent thick), IWX 651-01.2, end 
NACA 0012. The plan form of the models a@ the three profiles are shown in 
fi@J??e 2. Also shown in figure 2 is the semispan le&iing-edge spoiler 
which, for some tests, was mounted on the w%ng with the NIlCA 0012 section. 

AU the tests were made with the model mounted rigidly at the qwter- 
chord point of the mean aeromc chord on a single strut support as 
shown In figure 3. Although the s-t projected above the top surface 
of the wings, it.is belfeved that the effect on the results was neglfglble. 
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The forces and moments were measured by mesns of electrical strain gages 
contained in the strut. The dpemic pressure at wMch the teats were made 
was 24.9 pounds per square foot which corresponds to a Mach nuzliber of 0.13. 
The Reynolas nzmrber based on the mean aeroasnamfc chord of the models was 
1,100,000. 

The models were tested throu& an angle-of-attack range from about 
-2O eagle of attack up to and beyond the angle of maximum lift at O" 
and e an&e of yaw fn strai&t flow and at O" sn@e of yaw in yaw7Lng 
flow. In the strafat-flow teats at O" angle of yaw, eix-ccaqeonentmeas- 
urements were obtafned for each wing. For straight-flow tests at %" angLe 
of yaw and for yawing-flow tests at values of 

'and -0.088, only measur 
rb/2V of -0.032, -0.067, 

ements of lateral force, yawing moment, and rolling 
moment were obtained. Although most of the straight-flow tests were ob- 
tained with a turbulence screen Fn the test section, the data for the wing 
with the NACA 65l-o12 airfoil section were also obtained without the turbu- 
lence screen. The turbulence screen, which consisted of vertical wires 
uniformly spaced across the tunnel cross section, was placed about 10 feet 
ahead of the model. As is explained in reference 2, screens of nonuniform 
spacing are necessary for obtain-in yam flow. 

CORRECTIONS 

Approximate corrections (SW to those of reference 3), based on 
unswept-wing theory, for the effects of the jet boundarLes have been applied 
to the angle of attack, the longitudinal-force coefficient, and the rolling- 
moment coefficient. The lateral-force coefficients have been corrected for 
the buoyancy effect of the static-pressure gradient associated with curved 
flow. (See reference 2.) The Cz tare associated tith the Fnduced load 

resulting from the presence of therstrut was obtained for the wing at zero 
1st coefficient and was applied throughout the lift-coefficient range to .- 
the C2 values. 

r 

No other tare corrections have been applied to the data. C,orrections 
for blocking, turbulence, or the effects of static-pressure gradient on 
the boundary-layer flow have not been applied to these results. 
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REXJL'ISANDDISCUSSIOR 

Characteristics in Straight Flow 

The lift, longitudinal-force, and pitching-moment characteristics as 
measured in straight flow are presented in figure 4. T&J characteristics 
are similar to results obtained in the Lan@ey lg-foot pressure tunnel and 
in the Langley full-scale tunnel. From figure 4 and table I, it can be 
seen that the lowest lift-curve slope at small lift coefficients and the 
lowest maximum lift coefficient were obtained with the biconver section. 
For comparison, table I also contains values of C&, computed by the 
method given in reference 4 a& by Weissinger's method given in reference 5. 
The hiaest maximum lift coefficient was obtained with the wing with 
NACA 0012 airfoil section with inboard nose spoiler. The increase in the 
maximmn lift coefficients obtained with the nose spoiler across the 
midsemispan also has been indicated from unpub.lished data of tests on a _.. 
full-scale triangular-plan-form model. Effectively increasing the sharpness 
of the leading edge, by changes in airfoil section, caused higher values of- 
the longitudinal -force coefficientat moderate and hi,@ lift coefficients. 
The rather high longitudinal-force coefficients obtained at hi& lift 
coefficients for the NACA 65l-o12 wing probably are a result of the low 
Reynolds nmber of the presept tests. 

Increasing the sharpness of the leading edge also reduced the rear- 
wardmovementof the aerodynemi c center with lift coefficient. Of the plain . 
airfoils, the biconvex appears to have the smallest rearward shift of the 
aerodynamic center. The addition of the nose spoiler to the NACA 0012 wing -7 
reduces the r earward shiftobtainedwith the plai.nNACA oOl2wing. 

From figure 5 it can be seen that at low lift coefficients the valuee 

Of % - % 
are.very small and are little affected by airfoil section. 

The values of Cy 
3c 

obtained throughout the entire lift-coefficient range 

are relatively unimportant with re@.rd to airplane stability; however, 

lIzhe % 
values are quite-important. At moderate Uft coefficients the 

negative values of C 
9 

for swept wings may contribute an appreciable amount 

to stability (of.the wings tested, the RACA 0012 wing is the most stable) 
but at high lift coefficients, the instability 

( 
positive 

W 
of the 

swept wing may offset the stability given by a vertical tail and, thus, 
may cause the complete airplane to be unstable. . 
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The effects of alrfoil sections on c 
% ' 

however, are TmportXUt. 

The value of C 
2* 

irr affectad both tith regard- to its maximum value and 

the lift coefficient at which the curves beg311 to deviate frm their initial 
linearity. Ingeneral,as theairfoilnoss shapewasmademorepofnted 
both them3ximumvalue of C 

2* 
and the range over which the characteristics 

were lfnear decreased. 

The addition of the nose spoiler to the IKACA 003.2 xIng had very little 
effect on 

% - % 
but decreased slightly the maximum value of Cz . 

* 
The value of A at zero lif% coefficient for a 450 sweptback wing (=z 

% 
of aspect ratio 2.61, even by the theory of reference 4, IS 0.0055. This 
theoretical value is acmewhat less than the experimental values with the 
exception of the value of 0.0050 obtained with the biconvex section. (See 
table I.) 

Most of the data in skai@.zt flow were obtained tith a turbulence 
screen about 10 feet ahead of the model to obtain data in strafght flow 
withmore nearly+&% sametmbulence condition&s obtained inyawingflow. 
Screens of nanuniform wire spacing exe used fn yaxing flow to obtain proper 
air-stream curvature. (See reference 2.) 

In order to determine the effect of the increased turbulence on the 
&erowc characteristics in stzaight flow, tests of the X&A 651-012 

wing were made both tith and tithout a tuxbulence screen. The effect of 
turbulence on the lfft characteristics and the effective d5hedm.l 
parameter C for the IV&CA 651-m2 wing can be seen infigure 6. 

2* 
The 

fncrease in trrrbulence caused a slight reduction in lift-curve slope but 
had no effect on the mzimxa lift coefftcfent. The rate of change of C1 

J( 
with lift coefficient and the 3mxQm.m value of C2 

* 
were reduced slightly 

by an increase in turbulence. ti general, the turbulence effects seemed 
to be of negligible importance. 

Chszacteristics Fn Yawl Flow 

Although, in general, the values of Cy ezelowerfor themACA CU.2 
r 

ubg'with and without the nose spoiler than the values obtained with the 
other wings (fig. 7), the values sze considered to be of ne@igzLble mg- 
nitude. The values of St? are Little affected by airfoil section and the 

magnitude of the valuas of C, also appear to be n.egLigLble. 
r 

Thera are, 
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however, large and Important effects of airfoil section on C2 . The 
r 

family of curves of C2 presented In figure 7 very closely resembles the 
r 

famLly of c2 curves presented in figure 5. Both the maximum value 
Jc 

of 
'5 

and the lift-coefficient, range for linear characteristics are re- 

duced Fn much the same manner as 5 by effectively sharpening the lead- 
* 

m edge by changes in airfoil section. It should be noted that very small 
positive or even negative values of C2 may exist at high lift coefficients. 

r 
Previous tests of unswept wings have shown that the initial positive slope 
is maintained to the meximumlift coeff2cient. 

c2r A value of the slope - of 0.277 is predicted by the theory of 
cL 

reference 4 for a 45O sweptback wing of aspect ratio 2.61. .This value is 
much lower than any of the experimented values and compares best with the 
value of 0.400 obtained experimentally with both the HACA til-O12 wing and 
the biconvex wing. (See table I.) 

The addition of the inboard nose spoiler to the &A CC12 wing cause4 
Fame change8 in the values of Cy; which are considered to be insieplif- 

r 
icant. There was very little effect on C +; however, there was a reduction 

of the maximumvalue of 
. "r 

and a slight decrease In the lift coefficient 

at which C2 began to deviate from linearity. 
r 

. - 

. 

From the similarity noted for the effects of airfoil section on C2 
* 

and % it might be expected that some .criterion might beselected which 
r 

would make it possible to make certain qualitative predictions of the trends 
in stability derivatives by using only basic lift and drag data. A etitable 
criterion for sweptback wings appears from reference 6 to be t 

$ 
e increment 

CL of drag not ideally associated with lilt or, roughly, CL, - x. This Lncre- * 
ment is plotted for the different tings in figure 8. The lift coefficient = 
at which this Increment be@ns to rise rapidly should indicate the beginning . 
of flow separation from 6ome point on the wing and it is at this lift 
coefficient that changes would be expected to occur in the stability de- 
rivatives. The drag increment (fig. 8) beans to increase rapidly at about 
0.6 lift coefficient forthe RACA OCl2 wing, and from figures 5 and 7 it 



can be seen that the values of for the IEACA 0012 wing be& 

to deviate from their initial linear trends at about 0.6 lift coefficient. 
For the N&CA 65l-Oti &ng and for the biconvex wing the increase occurs at 

about 0.35 and at about 0.25 lift coefficient, respectively, and from 
f%gures 5 and 7, it can be seen that changes in the trends of the deriva- 
tives c2 begin to take place at approximately these lift 

f 
- Czr 

coefficients for each wing. 

This criterion might also be expected to apply to variations of the 
characteristics with Reynolds number. It has appeared to work out fairly 
well at least for C 

%- 
as indicated by tests made at various Reynolds 

numbers in the Langley lg-foot pressure tunnel. l5?omds.ta of this tlplel 
presented in reference 7, it was found that by increasing the Reynolds 
number from l,&OO,CCO to 5,300,oUo the deviation of the values of C2 

* 
(for is low-dragairfoil) fromthe initisllineartrends andthe increase 

in the quantity CL2 CR - z were delayed to a lift coefficient almost at 

the stall. 

From the foregoing discussion it appears that the drag increment mi&t 
be used as a basis for predicting the lift-coefficient r e 

r 
over which 

the calculated value5 of the derivatives such as C2 usually linear 

1 
r 

with lift coefficient might be expected to remain linear. This might be 
especially true for sredicting the Reynolds number effects on the deriva- - 
tives such as C2 which normally CBS be determined in tunnels only at 

r 
small Reynolds numbers. 

It should be noted that the quantiQ CD FL2 
-xmightnotbe as useffi 

inmaking predictions for other than plain sweptback wings beceuse when 
de.vices2which delay tip stalling are used, they msy cause the quantity 

cL 
% - ix to show an increase because of separation of flow from inboard 
parts of the wingwbich couldnotgreatlyaffect the rolling- andyawing- 
moment derivatives. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS . 

The results of low-scale tests made to-determine the effect of airfoil 
profile of symmetrical sections on the low-sxeMLs,tatiq-,E)nd: yawing- : 
stability derivatives of untapered 45O sweptback wing models of aspect 
ratio 2.61. indicate thefollowing: 

1. For the wings tested, the biconvex had. the lowest lift-curve slope 
at small lift coefficients and also'the lowest maximum lift~coefficient. 

2, The rate of change o? effective dihedral with lift coefficient was 
the least for the wing with the shsrpest,leading edge (the biconvex). 

3. For the plain airfoils the maxims value of effective dihedral and 
the range over which the variation of the effective dihedral with lift 
coefficient was linear decreased as the airfoil nose shape was made more 
pointed. 

4. At zero lift coefficient there was little effact of-airfoil section 
on the rate of change with lift coefficient of rolling moment due to yaw- 
ing but the maximum value of rollliq moment due to yawing and the range 
for which the variation with lift coefficient remained linear decreased as 
the airfoil nose shap.e was. made more pointed. 

5. It a@pea.rs-that certain qualitative predictions of the trends in 
the stability derivative-s might be made for plain sweptback Vikings by using 
only basic lift and drag'data. L 

6. For the present low-scale tests the addition of an inboard nose 
spoiler to the NACA.pQl~=wing caused a small increase of the maximum lift - 
coefficient, decreased the re award shift of the aerodynamic center, and 
caused a small reduction.in the maximum value of effectiv'e dihedral over 
that obtained withthe plain Z&CA 0012 wing, The.spoiler. did not appreciably .- 
affect ths other stability derivatives of the NACA 0012 wing. 

Langley Aeronautiqal Laboratory 
National Advisory Canrmittee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va: --- 
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!cABLE I.- CWARIsrn OF m Am 9?HBxmIcAL vALm 

oFscmoF!tm mpcmlmTmoDyRAMIc PARAmJm3 

at C =O “L, L % P 
at c,=o c, 

P 
at CL=0 

f 
Alrfoil 
seotion 

meary meoI7 Theory Theory 
Measwed (refereMe 4) (refeme 5) Measma (reference 4) Measm (refermice 4) 

iTAL ool.2 0.0420 ao .04o7 “0 -0395 0.0071 0x055 0.460 0.277 

NACA 6yo12 A430 b .0422 b A418 .wJ- do55 .m 477 

Biconvex .o3y ’ .0383 c .0355 -00% m55 .400 a7 

IucAoo~ 
with nose .0420 %to7 a .o395 .0074 .0055 ,430 .277 

spoiler 

aAseumed section l&3-curve slope, O.Ogg, per aepe. 
aAssUmea section Ut-curve slope, 0.105, per degree. 
CAesmed section lif%-curve elope, 0.069, per degree. 

. 
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. Figure 3. - The 45’ sweptback w mounted in the curved-flow test section of the Langley stability 
tunnel. NACA0012 airfoilsection. G 
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